NOTES

1. Direct change from present Sixth Ave. to Sixth St.
   and direct change to 6th Ave. so as to give dry weather
   outfall of this drain.

2. Graded approximately 1 ft. per ft. in temporary
   sand bed (silt) to facilitate drainage of 0.5 ft.

3. Graded for drainage in temporary sand bed and permanent
   gravel bed, to accommodate future increase of flow
   from Sixth St. Chamber to point S.

4. Creek to be cleared of debris and permanent gravel bed
   to be placed in Florence Ave. Chamber to point S.

5. Prior to placing gravel bed in Florence Ave. Chamber,
   to grade to S.

6. Prior to placing sand bed, to grade to S.

NORTH OUTFALL SEWER

- CONNECTION AT SLAUSON AVE. AND VAN NESS AVE.
- WITH
  FLORANCE AVE. SEWER AND SLAUSON AVE. SEWER

SCALE: 1 INCH = 6 FEET
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